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min.PART I LISTENING COMPREHENSION [20 MIN.]In

Section A, B and C you will hear everything once only. Listen

carefully and then answer the questions that follow. Select the correct

response for each question.SECTION A STATEMENTIn this

section you will hear 8 statements. At the end of the statement you

will be given 10 seconds to answer each of the following 8 questions.

Now listen to the statements.1. What happened last night?A. All the

five contestants won only small prizes.B. Only one contestant won a

big prize.C. The first four contestants failed to win any prizes.D. The

quiz show was so exciting that Peter watched it every time.正确答案

是2. How many turns must one make to reach the bus station?A.

One.B. Two.C. Three.D. Four.正确答案是3. Which statement is

NOT true?A. The Steelers and the Crackers are going to match with

each other.B. The result of the game might be influenced by some

outside factors.C. The two teams might not be accustomed to

playing in bad weather.D. The Steelers will surely win the game.正确

答案是4. How did the speaker feel about the test this time?A. She

thought it was okay even though she usually disliked essay exams.B.

She thought it was extremely difficult.C. She thought she would fail

this test.D. She thinks essay exams are boring and she especially

disliked this one.正确答案是5. The speaker feels _____ when

talking about teaching children.A. excitedB. sympatheticC.



frightenedD. indifferent正确答案是6. The speaker feels _____.A.

surprisedB. angryC. merryD. grateful正确答案是7. What does the

speaker think of the piano lessons?A. They are too expensive.B. They

are very rewarding.C. They are too easy.D. They are too demanding.

正确答案是8. Mr. Simpers _____.A. may convert the old house

and use it as a restaurantB. may demolish the old house and build a

new restaurantC. may let the old house out for use as a restaurantD.

may sell the old house to the owner of restaurant 正确答案是
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